Gurjuc
2371 or beyond [Shackleton Expanse]
The Gurjuc, native to Beta Lyrae II, developed in the upper atmosphere of a
Gas Giant in the Beta Lyrae system. Civilization gradually evolved, & cities
were built both within & upon large masses of floating rocks. Relatively
primitive, by most standards, they have avoided contact mainly by the
uniqueness & hostility of their environment. It is unclear how they developed
extraplanetary travel. They have a small fleet of ships, used for trading. They
have a reputation as both shrewd business & smugglers. Their criminal
underground is fairly extensive. It is located on 1 of the floating cities, known
in smuggling circles as Dillathl’iin. Its existence is adamantly denied by their
government. However, anyone with the correct beacon code can find it. The
cities of Beta Lyrae II continually float across the planet. Traffic to & from are
directed by orbiting stations. Dillathl’iin, since it “doesn’t exist,” the orbital
stations do not keep track of it’s location. It is a smuggler’s haven, & home to
one of the galaxy’s most unsavory crime lord, thir’nakk.

EXAMPLE VALUE: You wish... protection?
Attributes: Daring +1, Fitness +1, Insight +1.
TRAIT:
The Gurjuc are hardy, bipedal insectoid creatures an with exoskeleton to
endure the increased pressure of their planet’s atmosphere & its high
gravity. They communicate in a series of chirps & whistles & must have a
methane atmosphere in order to breathe. They must us a re-breather
when off-world.
Talents:
Gurjuc, or with GM's permission.

Exoskeleton [Required]
Requirement:
Due to their Exoskeleton & their planet's atmosphere with its high gravity,
you gain a Resistance of 2 vs all Effects. In addition, gravities of 3G or
below have no adverse Effects on you. Increase the Difficulty by 1 for
every 1G above 3.

Fragmented Brain [Required]
Requirement:
They are immune to Empathy as they are devoid of emotions & are quite
resistant to telepathy. Telepaths will find probing the mind of a Gurjuc to
be taxing, as their brains do not store individual memories in one place &
are highly fragmented.

Requirement:

SPECIES

